Let G be an infinite nondiscreteabeliangroup; 17the (noncompact) dual group of G; M(G) the algebra of bounded Borel measures on G; M(G) A the algebra of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms; M(G)*-the completion of M(G)* in the 'sup-norm topology on I'; and WAP (I') the algebra of continuous bounded weakly almost periodic functions on r.
The object of this paper is to show the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let I' be an infiniti noncompact abe.kan group. M(G) A-# WAP(17).
Then PROOF. We consider first the case that r is discrete. If r is not of bounded order, then Rudin [4] using a deep trigonometric inequalit y has shown this result. A proof based on an elementary inequality may be found in [3] .
Thus we may assume that I' is of bounded order. Let Z(p) denote the finite cyclic group of P elements of unimodular complex numbers; and Z(p)m the weak direct product of Z(p) over a countable infinite index set. Thus there exists p such that Z(P) a is a subgroup of I', Let S= u~.l S=. It is enough to construct S such that Sn(S+y) is finite for every y # O since Rudin [4] has shown that any continuous The author wishes to thank the referee for being extremely prompt and for pointing out that the general case follows from the discrete case via the structure theorem for locally compact abeliin groups. bounded function j with supp~= S would then be weakly almost periodic. A proof using quasi-uniform convergence may be found in [3] .
Let 
